We study crystal structure, phase transitions and magnetism of pseudo-binary TmxDy1-xAl2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) compounds using temperature dependent X-ray powder diffraction, specific heat and magnetization measurements, first principles, and model calculations. In low external magnetic fields, Dy-rich compounds undergo continuous, second-order phase transitions at the respective Curie temperatures, TC. In contrast, the Tm-rich compounds exhibit discontinuous, first-order anomalies in the magnetically ordered states. These sharp transitions correlate with a substantial energy difference between the room temperature cubic and ground state rhombohedral structures of TmAl2. A clear anomaly in the lattice parameter is observed at ∼30 K for x = 0.5, which nearly coincides with TC = 31.2 K. The effective quadrupolar moment of the lanthanides changes sign around x = 0.5, which leads to a nearly zero anisotropy constant and approximately spherical effective 4f charge densities, providing an explanation for the lack of structural distortions below TC for x = 0.5. The calculations confirm [001] as the easy magnetization axis in the ground state tetragonal structure of DyAl2, and reveal collapse of the orbital magnetic moment when the easy magnetization direction changes to [111] 
moment when the easy magnetization direction changes to [111] . Within the rhombohedral ground state of TmAl2 [111] is the easy magnetization direction.
Introduction
Rare earth (R) intermetallics show a wealth of interesting fundamental physics due to localized 4f electrons and spin-orbit coupling, which explains why these compounds remain an intriguing subject for materials science and condensed matter physics communities [1, 2, 3] . Within the broad intermetallic family, all rare earth dialumindes (RAl2) adopt the same cubic Laves phasetype structure at room temperature but their ground states are represented by a number of differently distorted variants. With 78 possible (RxR'1-x)Al2 combinations, where R and R' represent different lanthanides, this group forms a rather unique playground to study and understand the interplay between magnetism and structure of 4f systems. Simple yet peculiar parent cubic Laves phase-type crystal structure, varying exchange and crystal field interactions, and anisotropic 4f charge densities of the lanthanides (except Gd 3+ and Eu 2+ ), lead to an intricate competition between the closely related magnetism and crystallography. This often results in multiple metamagnetic transitions, glassy behaviors and short-range correlations [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ].
In mixed rare earth dialumindes one of the most studied effects is the consecutive appearance and disappearance of phase transitions as one lanthanide is partially replaced by another. The socalled DADA (disappearance, appearance, disappearance, appearance) behavior was initially observed in Er1-xDyxAl2 alloys [6] . The heat capacity (Cp) measurements of the latter showed emergence of an unexpected first order phase transition below Curie temperature (TC) which is most pronounced around x = 0.25 and gradually disappears away from this specific concentration [6] . The observed behavior of Cp is consistent with the magnetic ac susceptibility measurements [7] . The discontinuity in the heat capacity, observed at certain concentrations of the alloying element Dy below TC, was attributed to the competition between the magnetoelastic coupling and quadrupolar effects; in contrast to the initial assumption that ascribed the second transition to a spin reorientation which occurs in the parent DyAl2 [10] . Similar phenomenon is also observed in other pseudo-binary lanthanide systems, e.g. when Tb is partially replaced by Er, Tm, or Ho, when Er is replaced by Ho or Pr, and in a few other systems. This research brought along unexpected findings such as zero net magnetic moment in ferromagnetic Sm1−xGdxAl2 [11] , exchange bias in Nd0.75Ho0.25Al2 [12] , glassy state below TC and, recently, the discovery of the Griffiths-like phase and exchange bias in a mixed lanthanide Pr0.6Er0.4Al2 [13] .
A strong field dependence of the ac magnetic susceptibility under applied dc bias field in TmAl2 has been reported [14] but the science of Tm-containing Laves phase compounds remains sparsely investigated and poorly understood. First principle calculations suggest that a firstorder anomaly is expected when Dy is substituted by Tm in a pseudo-binary TmxDy1-xAl2 when x = 0.5 [15] . In this work we study thermodynamic and magnetic properties of TmxDy1-xAl2 alloys that show anomalous behavior below TC. The analysis of experimental data coupled with theoretical results provides a general understanding of the nature of such anomalies.
Additionally, this study focuses on the intriguing phenomenon of magnetic frustration near TC in Tm-rich compounds.
Experimental Details
Polycrystalline TmxDy1-xAl2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) samples were prepared by arc melting of stoichiometric amounts of Tm, Dy, and Al metals in an inert argon atmosphere. Tm and Dy were obtained from the Materials Preparation Center, Ames Laboratory; both metals were at least 99.8 at.% pure with respect to all other elements in the periodic Rietveld refinements of all XRD data were performed using Rietica LHPM [17] .
Heat capacity as a function of temperature, Cp(T), was measured using both a homemade adiabatic heat-pulse calorimeter [18] and a Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) [19] .
Theoretical Calculations
The local spin density approximation including onsite 4f electron correlations [20] and spin orbit coupling (LSDA+U+SOC) approach has been employed to calculate electronic structure and explain physical behaviors of TmxDy1-xAl2 compounds. This approach is implemented in the tight binding linear muffin tin orbital (TB-LMTO) [21] and full potential linear augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) [22] otherwise, we used U = 6.7 eV and J (on-site 4f exchange) = 0.7, which are experimentally known values for gadolinium [19] . The k-space integrations with 16 × 16 × 16 Brillouin zone mesh were sufficient for the convergence of total energies, magnetic moments, and 4f and 5d
crystal field splitting. The electronic structure calculations of TmxDy1-xAl2 were performed by converting the underlying symmetry of the crystal to the triclinic (P1) symmetry, and then different lanthanide atoms were placed depending upon the concentration into the eight R sites that are no longer formally connected by symmetry [15] . 
Experimental Results

Structural characterization
Room temperature XRD patterns were analyzed using Rietveld refinement and showed that a continuous solid solution TmxDy1-xAl2 crystallizes in the MgCu2 type cubic Laves phase structure at room temperature. No secondary phases were detected within the resolution of the technique (a pattern for x = 0.95 is shown as an example in Fig. 1a ). Due to larger atomic radius of Dy compared to Tm, the lattice parameter increases linearly ( Fig. 1b and Table 1 ) with Dy concentration from 7.773 for TmAl2 to 7.843 Å for DyAl2; the unit cell dimensions of both end members are commensurate with earlier reported values [23] .
In order to check for a potential structural distortion, low temperature XRD patterns were collected for Tm0.5Dy0.5Al2 while cooling the sample from 300 to 5 K, and full-profile Rietveld refinements were performed for each temperature. For example, the refined XRD pattern at T = 9
K is shown in Fig. 2a . The refinement results demonstrate that Tm0.5Dy0.5Al2 retains the MgCu2-type Laves phase structure down to 5 K (Fig. 2a, 
Heat capacity measurements
Heat capacity (Cp) was measured as a function of temperature in zero applied magnetic field for TmxDy1-xAl2 with 0.25 ≤ x ≤ 1 (heat capacity of DyAl2 is reported in Ref. 24 ). When 0.25 ≤ x ≤ 0.85 the Cp(T) curves show broad maxima at low T, followed by rather sharp drops at the respective Curie temperatures, TC ( Fig. 3a-3d ). The TC shifts toward lower temperature as the Tm concentration increases. Additional Cp(T) anomalies are observed in all measured compounds below TC but are most pronounced when x = 0.9 and 0.95 (Figs. 3e-3f ). The compound with x = 0.25 shows a rather broad anomaly centered at T1 ≈ 24 K (Fig. 3a) and a similar broad shoulder is also present for the x = 0.5 at a slightly lower temperature T1 ≈ 20 K (Fig. 3b) . For x = 0.75 and 0.85 there are changes in Cp(T) curvature, hinting at similar anomalies at the corresponding T1 (Fig. 3c-3d ), even though these are less visible because T1 and TC become progressively closer. Lima et al [10] have reported a similar broad anomaly in the heat capacity of DyAl2 single crystal. In the binary DyAl2, this broad, second-order anomaly has been attributed mainly to the spin reorientation from [100] to [111] direction [10] . The other end member of the series, TmAl2, also has a spin reorientation from [110] to [111] direction below TC [25] . Figures 3e and 3f show much sharper peaks and with enhanced intensity below TC for higher concentration of Tm (x = 0.9 and 0.95), the latter exhibiting two rather narrow peaks.
Thus, it is natural to consider the onset of these anomalies in the pseudo-binary compounds as a result of competition between two different spin reorientation processes that exist in the binary dialuminides. At the same time, it has been theoretically shown that the nature of anomalies in binary dialuminides is fundamentally different from pseudo-binary systems where a lanthanide with an oblate spheroid-shaped 4f charge density is mixed with another lanthanide with a prolate spheroid-shaped 4f charge density [15] .
To get a better insight into the origin of the observed anomalies, Cp(T) has been measured as a function of the temperature under external magnetic fields up to 30 kOe for x ≥ 0.85. Figure 4 shows that the anomalous enhancements of Cp below TC are gradually suppressed by the magnetic field. For x = 0.85 the kink at T1 is no longer discernible in a field as low as 2.5 kOe, but for x = 0.95 a sharp low-temperature Cp(T) peak is still present at 10 kOe. For all three high Tm concentrations (x = 0.85, 0.9, and 0.95) TC, taken as the main peak temperature, initially decreases with the increasing applied field, behaving as is typical for antiferromagnets (AFM).
For example, for x = 0.85, TC changes from 9.8 K in 0 to 7.7 K in 5 kOe magnetic field.
Heat capacity has been also measured as a function of temperature at different applied magnetic fields for the TmAl2 parent (Fig. 5) . The double peak structure is always present in the Cp(T) data even with magnetic fields as high as 100 kOe (shown by arrows in Cp/T vs T curve in the inset of Fig. 5g ). The higher temperature peak corresponds to the onset of long range magnetism. The peak at T1 is ascribed to the spin reorientation transition. While the peak of Cp(T) at TC becomes broader in high applied fields, the peak at T1 becomes visibly sharper in the middle range of applied fields (from 5 to 10 kOe). Curie temperature of TmAl2 slightly decreases at first as the applied magnetic field increases, but when H exceeds 5 kOe, TC begins to increase with field indicating that the system becomes a ferromagnet. In contrast to the unexpected and unusual field dependence of TC, T1 increases slowly with the field as commonly observed in conventional ferromagnets (Fig. 5h) .
Magnetization
Magnetization as a function of field at 2 K for x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 is shown in Fig. 6 . All materials exhibit typical FM behavior with a negligible coercive field, similar to binary parents DyAl2 [26] and TmAl2 [27] . The values of saturated magnetization Msat (Table I) These minor differences can be ascribed to weak anisotropy effects as well as to the interactions of rare-earth ions with local lattice environment or crystalline electric field (CEF). The influence of CEF on the measured magnetic moments is well known and has been also observed in other cubic rare earth based compounds such as RFe2Zn20, RCo2Zn20 (R = Y, Nd, Sm, Gd-Lu) [28] , RB6 (R = Ce, Pr, Nd) [29] ,and Er1−xDyxAl2 [6] . For example, in Er0.75Tb0.25Al2 the difference between experimental and calculated values of saturated magnetization reaches 12% [7] . between the FCC and FCW magnetization in 100 Oe dc field (Fig. 7e) . Figure 8 shows that thermal hysteresis for the sample with x = 0.85 diminishes when the dc applied field increases from 0.1 to 1 kOe. Presence of thermal hysteresis is often associated with first-order character of the transitions; however, the heat-capacity data shown in Fig. 3d rule this possibility out.
Further, the FCW magnetization values are lower than those measured in the FCC regime, demonstrating that the magnetization is time-dependent. This result, together with the AFM-like behavior observed in field-dependent Cp(T) curves shown in Fig. 4 , indicates a possibility of magnetic frustration in pseudo-binary TmxDy1-xAl2 alloys similar to other RAl2 systems [7] .
AC magnetic-susceptibility measurements are commonly used to shed light on the dynamics of magnetic moments in the ordered state. 
Theoretical Investigation
The relative total energies of TmAl2 calculated for all known Laves phase structures of rare earth dialuminides are shown in Table II . The face-centered orthorhombic is the least stable structure, single crystal [4] . Both the magnetic anisotropy and the moments are weakly dependent on the choice of U (the largest difference is between U = 3.7 and 5.7 eV), however, the trends remain identical regardless of the value of the on-site 4f electron correlation parameter (Table III) . Same calculations for the ground state tetragonal structure of DyAl2 [30] lead to the orbital magnetic moment reduced by more than 3 µB when the easy magnetization direction is switched from 4]. Unlike TmAl2, the calculated magnetic anisotropy and moments of DyAl2 are nearly independent of the value of the onsite 4f electron correlation parameter (U) (see Table III ).
Both the occupied and unoccupied 4f densities of states (DOS) split, and their degeneracies are
partially, yet differently lifted due to CEF and distorted tetrahedral site symmetry in the rhombohedral TmAl2 (Fig. 10c ) and tetragonal DyAl2 (Fig. 10a ). This gives rise to different shapes of effective 4f charge densities (and thus the derived energy densities as explained below)
in the ground states of these parent binaries. Further, the 4f orbital moment in TmAl2 is quenched and, therefore, the total theoretically derived moment of 6.82 µB/Tm is lower than the expected Hund's rule moment of 7 µB/Tm, but it remains somewhat higher than the saturated magnetization of 6.41 µB/Tm derived experimentally. On the other hand, the orbital moment of Dy 4f (4.96 µB/Dy) in DyAl2 is quenched only nominally. Because of the spin polarized 5d moments in DyAl2, which are non-negligible but small in the TmAl2, the calculated total moment (10.11 µB/Dy) is slightly higher than both the Hund's rule moment (10 µB/Dy) and experimental value of 9.95 µB. When both Tm and Dy atoms are present in pseudo-binaries, the split 4f states are added in both spin-up and spin-down channels, as shown for Tm0.75Dy0.25Al2 in Fig. 10b , and the calculated average magnetic moment follows the de Gennes rule and agrees with the experimental results. The effective shape of charge density also changes in comparison with the pure DyAl2 and TmAl2.
Because both spin up and spin down 5d states near the Fermi level are provided by Dy, in Tmrich alloys their role is diminished, and the physical behaviors are expected to resemble those of pure TmAl2. Similar to the 4f states and because of the tetrahedral and octahedral site symmetries of R and Al atoms, respectively, 5d states are crystal field-split across the Fermi level in RAl2. Only a minor 5d exchange splitting without a clear DOS peak is found at the Fermi level of the rhombohedral TmAl2 (Fig. 10c') , signaling a weak ferromagnetic state as the local 4f moments are aligned ferromagnetically. The rhombohedral distortion in TmAl2 involves crystallographic splitting of the Al site possibly lowering the formation energy at 0 K for the rhombohedral TmAl2 when compared to the tetragonal DyAl2 where all Al atoms remain symmetrically equivalent. However, the total energies of both the tetragonal (for the high concentration of Dy) and rhombohedral (for the high concentration of Tm) structures increase for x = 0.875 and 0.5 in TmxDy1-xAl2 and, indeed, no structural distortion was observed experimentally for x = 0.5 down to 5 K (Fig. 2) . Unfortunately, the two high-Tm compositions that appear most interesting, exhibit additional transitions below 5 K, which is out of reach for our low temperature x-ray powder diffraction setup. and 0.875, nearly spherical for x = 0.5, and oblate for x = 0 (Fig. 11a,b, 
cubic C15 Laves phase structures. The tetragonal and rhombohedral distortions are indeed supported in DyAl2 by experimental observation [30] and TmAl2 by total energy calculation, respectively. It is, therefore, apparent that the anisotropic energy densities may be linked to the crystal distortions. On the contrary, the nearly spherical energy density when x = 0.5 indicates vanishing magnetic anisotropy that requires no structural distortion. Previously reported theoretical results suggest that given the crystal field splitting in the pseudo-binary system TmxDy1-xAl2 around the specific concentration x = 0.5 the quadrupolar moment changes the sign leading to the sign change in the anisotropy constant [15] . On the other hand, the anisotropic energy landscapes calculated by including both quadrupolar and octopolar coefficients for TmAl2 and Tm0.875Dy0.125Al2 show dumbbell like shapes which are completely different ( Fig.   11a ' and b') from those calculated employing only quadrupolar moments. These shapes are quite close to the elemental Er and Sm, where room-temperature hexagonal structures distort trigonally upon cooling [31] . This is in agreement with the rhombohedral distortion found from total energy analysis (see above). The dumbbells shrink along their axis for Tm0.5Dy0.5Al2 (Fig.   11c') suggesting diminished rhombohedral distortion. However, calculations show easy cone 4f anisotropy for DyAl2 (Fig. 11d' ) that may lead to canted magnetism as suggested from the magnetization direction dependent total energy calculations and earlier single crystal experiment [4] .
Conclusions
Experimental and theoretical study of crystal structure, magnetization, heat capacity, and ac magnetic susceptibility of TmxDy1-xAl2 compounds indicate a complex evolution of both magnetic and lattice ground state structures with x. Heat capacity and magnetization measurements show two distinct regions below TC: for x ≤ 0.75 the alloys show typical second-order behavior at ferromagnetic ordering transition, and for x > 0.85 one or more additional anomalies present below TC in both heat capacity and magnetization data, suggesting first-order phase transitions.
Temperature dependent powder X-ray diffraction for x = 0.5 clearly shows anomaly in the lattice parameter at TC, however no structural distortion is observed down to 5 K for x = 0.5. Calculations indicate that the anisotropic energy densities may be linked to the crystal distortions, however, the nearly spherical energy density when x = 0.5 indicates vanishing magnetic anisotropy that requires no structural distortion. The magnetization direction dependent calculations using the tetragonal 
